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,. \ , ' . i. ' 2 , . fragment has a track length of 370 [l and reaches within 70 [l of the end of its range. If it has a charge of Z =3, its kinetic energy. is less than 25 MeV when it produces the second star B which has two additional tracks. Of these, one short track is 15 [llong and the second track has a grain density 3 xminimum. Certain identification of these tracks is not possible although scattering measurements suggest that the faster track is probably a proton of energy 90 MeV.
If the other track carries the rest of the charge' of the incident nucleus it will have a. charge of 2 or 3.
The visible energy release of event B taking into account the binding energy of the emitted particles will be greater than 70 MeV. In order to conserve momentum one or more neutrons may also be emitted. If it is assumed that a single neutron balances the visible momenta and the heavy nucleus comes to rest before producing star B, the total energy will be 230 MeV. If more than one neutron is emitted, the total energy will be somewhat less but will still be greater than 100 MeV.
What appears to be a V-decay event occurs at a distance of 250 (l from star A and is shown at C. The two singly charged tracks cannot be identified but have grain densities of 43 ±2 and 53 ±3. The difference in grain density seems
~ .. ' .""., .. , .. too large to explain the event as the scattering of a single particle. The tracks are not coplanar with the origin of star A so if event C is connected with star A it cannot be completely represented by the vg or V~ decay. Stars of this type are rarely observed in the nuclear emulsion but it might be merely a coincidence that it is observed close to star A. It is recorded here in case other such events are observed near stars containing heavy fragments which show delayed disintegration. The second event is shown in Figure 2 . Here the fragment (Z =2) is emitted from star A which has 2 minimum tracks, 3 tracks between minimum grain density and 5 xminimum, and 19 other tracks. The heavy fragment track has a length of 250 (l and does not reach the end of its range before producing the second star B. If the heavy fragment is an IX-particle, its energy at star B is 30 MeV. The additional tracks at star B are produced by singly charged particles, one of which must be heavier than a meson. The total energy released in star B must therefore be greater than 150 MeV since there must be an additional uncharged particle emitted to balance momenta.
A summary of the data for the two events is given in Table 1 . The lifetimes of the heavy fragments which disintegrate have been estimated :as >9 X10-12 and 6 X10-12 sec for the first and second event respectively. These -observations are not inconsistent with the view proposed by Danysz and Pniewski (1953) that the heavy fragments observed contain V~ particles among their nucleons and these have a lifetime in the nucleus greater than 3 X10-12 sec.
